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More details >

How YouTube and other emerging platforms will serve as TV-plus solutions

NOVEMBER 2014

Compiling figures from IPG Mediabrands and the MAGNA Global Advertising Forecasts 2013 report, regional social 
video advertising platform Buzzeff recently stated that global investments into social video advertising have witnessed 
a growth of 37 percent in 2013, amounting to $8.26 billion. In the MENA region, it claims that social video 
advertising saw a 300 percent growth in 2013, when compared with the previous year, attracting more than 100 
new advertisers and $60 million

Cinema business to grow in Middle East

More details >

Cinema audiences in Middle East, and especially the Gulf, are growing and set to get bigger in coming years, leading 
distributers in the region told delegates at the International ShowBiz Expo in Abu Dhabi on Thursday.

“The market has mushroomed since the early 2000s and continues to grow,” Mario Haddad, CEO of pan-Arab 
distributor Empire International and Empire Gulf told the conference.
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Radio station exclusively for children launches in the 
Middle East

More details >

Systems integrator Media Group International (MGI) has built a radio station for the Children’s Media Network 
(CMN), allowing the company to broadcast content dedicated to children and their families in the United Arab 
Emirates.Earlier in 2014 CMN was appointed to launch and manage PearlFM, an English and Arabic radio station 
aimed at children and their families. The station plays a significant role in reflecting the vision of His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum to provide a cultural space in Dubai dedicated to enriching the lives of children 
through a wide range of cultural learning and artistic programmes.

Meet the future of the internet: M2M and IOT.

More details >

Smart Homes, smart cities, smart people. The Internet of Things.

The fridge calls your mobile and alerts you that you are out of milk. Doors open and close automatically as you go in 
and out. The alarm clock starts your coffee machine. Car engines start as you get ready for work. City wide wifi 
allows instant access anytime, anywhere. It's a brave new world with IOT – the Internet of Things. 

Music and media app Shazam comes to the Middle East

More details >

Digital media house Connect Ads strikes an exclusive partnership to bring music and media app Shazam to the 
region. The app runs on smartphone or tablet and automatically recognises music, media and ad spots playing on 
nearby TVs, videos or tablets. Shazam can also be used to extend a brand pitch beyond the TV spot. TV viewers 
who, for example, “Shazam” a 15-second TVC showing a car racing by, can then be taken to a two-minute tour of the 
interior.

Shaikh Mohammad joins Linkedin

More details >

His Highness Shaikh Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of 
Dubai, is known for his prominent presence on social media and now he can also be found on Linkedin, which he 
joined on October 22.

Shaikh Mohammad is now both a member and a global influencer on LinkedIn, the business-oriented social 
networking service. His first post is called “From ‘Brain Drain’ Yesterday to ‘Brain Regain’ Today”.

du and icflix collaborate to bring TV to mobile

More details >

Icflix – the region’s Netflix – has collaborated with du, which enables customers to subscribe directly from their 
phone, eliminating the need for a credit card. The subscription fee will be charged to their monthly mobile bill or 
prepaid credit from du. This makes the transaction secure, as payment details will not be shared, while customers 
without credit cards are free to use the paid-for service.
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Yahoo Now Makes More Money From Search Ads Than 
Banners

More details >

After six straight quarters of overall revenue declines, Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer may have finally turned around 
Yahoo's business -- thanks to search advertising, not display.Revenue from search advertising grew for the third 
straight quarter, this time by 4% year-over-year to $452 million. While Yahoo didn't get people to click on any more 
search ads than they did a year ago, it was able to get advertisers to pay 17% more on average for each of those 
clicks.

Saudi telco inks deal to launch Man Utd TV in Middle East

More details >

Manchester United and Saudi Telecom Company (STC) have launched the telecommunication giant’s exclusive rights 
to broadcast the football club’s dedicated MUTV channel in the Gulf region.

This is the first time MUTV has been broadcast continuously in the Middle East, giving STC Invision subscribers 
unprecedented access to behind-the-scenes footage of the famous club, documentaries and breaking news, as well as 
live commentary of every Manchester United match, including reserve and youth team games.

The channel will also be broadcast in HD, the only dedicated football club channel available in this format, a 
statement said.
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